Directions for Making a Lapbook

Open up a manila folder and lay it flat.
Fold the right side to the center and crease at the fold.
Fold the left side to the center and crease at the fold.

For an example of the foldable, see How to Lapbook Tutorial. Watch only the first example. However, the other examples give you ways to expand on this idea if you wish to add to this lapbook assignment.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uquNEP49uk4

Description of What Goes Where and Scoring Guide

Left front cover: My State Report Lapbook info (5 pts)
Right front cover: Map, Capital City, Date of Statehood, Fun Fact(s) (10 pts)
Inside left flap: Geography of State (10 pts)
Inside middle: Introducing __________ (summary) (30 pts)
Inside right flap: State bird, flower, tree, and person; Places of Interest (10 pts)
Back of lapbook: State flag and symbols on or meanings shown by the flag. (10 pts)
Back of lapbook: Sources used (10 pts)
Neatness and Grammar (15 pts)
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Summarize your research here. Give your report a good topic sentence and conclusion. You will be sharing your report with your classmates.